Advances in metal-based probes for MR molecular imaging applications.
The role of MRI in the armory of diagnostic modalities for the medicine of the forthcoming years largely depends on how chemistry will provide advanced tools to meet the medical needs. This review aims at outlining the most innovative approaches that have been undertaken in the recent history of MRI contrast agents for tackling the challenges of sensitivity and specificity required by the new generation of contrast agents that should allow the visualization of pathological processes occurring on cellular and molecular scale (the so-called Molecular Imaging). Most of the classes of MRI agents clinically approved or currently under investigation in a preclinical phase exploit peculiar magnetic properties of metals. The conventional agents acting as T(1) or T(2)/T(2)* relaxation enhancers are primarily based on the paramagnetic or the superparamagnetic properties of Gd(III)-, Mn(II)- and iron oxides systems. Recently, there has been a renewed interest towards paramagnetic lanthanide complexes with an anisotropic electronic configuration thanks to their ability to induce strong effect on the resonance frequency of the spins dipolarly coupled with them. Such systems, formerly mainly used as shift reagents, have now attracted much attention in the emerging field of Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) MRI agents.